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The Parametric Polytope and its applications to a Scheduling ProblemK. Subramani  Ashok Agrawala yAbstractAn important feature in Real-time systems is parameter impreciseness i.e. the inability to accuratelydetermine certain parameter values. The most common such parameter is task execution time. A secondfeature is the presence of complex relationships between tasks that constrain their execution. Traditionalmodels do not accomodate either feature completely: (a) Variable execution times are modeled through axed value ( worst-case ), and (b) Relationships are limited to those that can be represented by precedencegraphs. We present a task model that eectively captures variable task execution time, while simultaneouslypermitting arbitrary linear relationships between tasks. Our model nds applications in diverse areas such asreal-time task scheduling, compiler scheduling, real-time database scheduling and machine control. This paperfocuses primarily on the computational complexity of answering queries posed in our model; in particular wedemonstrate the existence of constraint classes that make the scheduling problem hard.1 IntroductionOne of the primary concerns in Real-Time System design is the accomodation of non-constant parameters. Taskexecution time is a prime example of such a parameter. A scheduling model that ignores variability in parameters,runs the risk of a catastrophic breakdown during execution [SA00b]. A second feature, peculiar to real-timesystems is the existence of complex constraints between tasks [Sta88, LTCA89, Das85, JM86]. Traditional modelssuch as the ones proposed in [Cof76, DL78] and [Pin95, Bru81] used xed values for process time. Likewise,relationships between tasks are restricted to precedence constraints. Our goals in this paper are twofold: Proposing a model that captures the intricacies involved in real-time scheduling, and Studying the complexity of queries posed in this model.Our model is very general in that a wide range of issues in real-time scheduling can be accomodated. Interactionbetween execution times of processes are explicitly modeled through convex domains. This captures the natureof scheduling in real-time applications such as machine control [SA00b, Y.K80]. However we pay a price for thisgenerality; determining schedulability for certain classes of constraints becomes inherently dicult. The rest ofthis paper is organized as follows: Section x2 describes the general parametric scheduling model in detail andcontrasts it with static scheduling models [SA00b]. We present the parametric schedulabilty query as part of themodel. The restriction of the general model to domains where the execution times belong to axis-parallel hyper-rectangles is discussed in x2.1. Indeed, we shall be studying complexity issues for this restricted domain only.In the succeeding section, we discuss the motivation for our model, through examples from problem domains.We also discuss related approaches to our problem. Our analysis commences in x4, where we complement theparametric schedulabilty query and use properties of the model to convert the complement to a globalminimizationproblem. In x5, the computational complexity of the parametric query is addressed and we provide proof of itsintractabilty. Polynomial time algorithms for special cases are discussed in x6. We conclude in x7 by summarizingour contributions and mentioning some open problems of interest.Department of Computer Science, University of Maryland, College Park, ksmani@cs.umd.eduyDepartment of Computer Science, University of Maryland, College Park, agrawala@cs.umd.edu1
2 The Parametric Scheduling ModelWe are a given a set of ordered non-preemptive tasks fJ1; J2; : : :Jng, with linear constraints imposed on theirrespective start times fs1; s2; : : : ; sng and execution times fe1; e2; : : : ; eng. The constraint system is expressed inmatrix form as : A:[~s;~e]  ~b; (1)where, ~s = [s1; s2; : : : ; sn] is an n vector of the start times of the tasks, ~e = [e1; e2; : : : ; en] is an n vector of the execution time of the tasks, A is a m  2:n matrix of rational numbers, ~b = [b1; b2; : : : ; bm] is an m vector of rational numbers.System (1) is a convex polyhedron in the 2:n dimensional space, spanned by the start time axes f~s1; ~s2; : : : ; ~sngand the execution time axes f ~e1; ~e2; : : : ; ~eng. The execution time of the ith task ei is not constant, but belongsto the set Ei where Ei is the projection of a convex set E on axis ~ei. The execution times ei are independentof the start times of the tasks; however they may have complex interdependencies among themselves. Thisinterdependence is captured by the set E. We regard the execution times as n vectors belonging to the set E.The goal is to come up with a start time vector ~s, that satisifes the constraint system (1), for all execution timevectors belonging to the set E. One way of approaching this problem is through Static Scheduling techniques,as discussed in [SA00b]. However, Static Scheduling results in the phenomenon known as loss of schedulabilitydiscussed below.Consider the two task system J = fJ1; J2g with start times fs1; s2g, execution times in the set f(e1 2)[2; 4] (e2 2)[4; 5]g and the following set of constraints: Task J1 must nish before task J2 commences; i.e. s1 + e1  s2; Task J2 must commence within 1 unit of J1 nishing; i.e. s2  s1 + e1 + 1;A static approach forces the following two constraints: s1 + 4  s2, s2  s1 + 2 + 1) s2  s1 + 3Clearly the resultant system is inconsistent and there is no static solution. Now consider the following starttime vector assigment: ~s =  s1s2  =  0s1 + e1  (2)This assignment clearly satises the input set of constraints and is hence a valid solution. The key feature ofthe solution provided by (2) is that the start time of task J2 is no longer an absolute time, but a ( parameterized )function of the start and execution times of task J1. This phenomenon in which a static scheduler declares asystem infeasible in the presence of a valid solution ( albeit parameterized ) is termed as loss of schedulability.In the parametric scheduling model, we are interested in checking whether an input constraint system has aparameteric schedule, i.e. a schedule in which the start time of a task can depend on the start and executiontimes of tasks that are sequenced before it.Denition 2.1 A parametric solution of an ordered set of tasks, subject to a set of linear relative constraints( expressed by (1)) is a vector ~s = [s1; s2; : : : ; sn], where s1 is a rational number and each si; i 6= 1 is a function ofthe variables fs1; e1; s2; e2; : : : ; si 1; ei 1g. Further, this vector should satisfy the constraint system, for all vectors~e 2 E.Based on the discussion above, we are in a position to state the parametric schedulabilty query:9s18e1 2 E19s28e2 2 E2; : : :9sn8en 2 En A:[~s;~e]  ~b ? (3)2





Figure 1: An axis-parallel hyper-rectangleThe Maruti Operating System [LTCA89, MAT90, MKAT92] estimates running times of tasks by performingrepeated runs so as to determine upper and lower bounds on their execution time. Accordingly, the runningtime of a task Ji i.e. ei belongs to the interval [li; ui], where li and ui denote the lower and upper bound on theexecution time as determined by the empirical observation. These independent range variations are theonly constraints on the execution times. Observe that during actual execution, ei can take any value inthe range.Essentially, the convex domain E in (3) is now the axis-parallel hyper-rectangle represented by:  = [l1; u1][l2; u2] : : : [ln; un]. The parametric scheduling query (3) for this case is:9s18e1 2 [l1; u1]9s28e2 2 [l2; u2] : : :9sn8en 2 [ln; un] A:[~s;~e]  ~b ? (4)For the rest of the paper, we shall focus on the complexity of query (4).2.2 Obviation of Parametric functions through dynamic dispatchingLower bound function  Start time  Upper bound functiona s1 bf1(s1; e1) s2 f 01(s1; e1)f2(s1; e1; s2; e2) s3 f 02(s1; e1; s2; e2)... ... ...fn 1(s1; e1; s2; e2; : : : ; sn 1; en 1) sn f 0n 1(s1; e1; s2; e2; : : : ; sn 1; en 1)Table 1: List of parametric functionsIn [Sak94], query (4) was answered by providing a parametrized list of linear functions for each start time si, asshown in Table (2.2). During actual execution, s1 can take on any value in the range [a; b]. Upon termination of3
task J1, we know e1 which along with s1 can be plugged into f1() and f 01() thereby providing a range [a0; b0] fors2 and so on, till task Jn is scheduled and completes execution.We argue here that explicit construction of the parameterized function list is unnecessary. Determination offeasibility is sucient, thereby eliminating the need for storing the parameterized function list. Observe thatat any point in the scheduling window, the rst task that has not yet been scheduled has a start time that isindependent of the start and execution times of all other tasks. Once this task is executed, we can determinea rational range e.g.[a00; b00] for the succeeding task and the same argument applies to this task. In essence, allthat we require to do is determine the start time of the rst unexecuted task in the sequence. Let us assume theexistence of an oracle 
 that decides query (4). The following methods can be used to determine the start timeof the rst unexecuted task ( say J )1 in the schedule:1. The bisection method - Let M be the deadline of Jn. We must have s  M and the goal is to determinethe exact value we can safely assign to s, without violating the constraint set. We assume that a call tothe oracle 
 has determined the existence of a parametric schedule for the constraint system A:[~s;~e]  ~b.Function Determine-Start (A; ~b;M )1: m0 = M22: if (
(A:[~s;~e]  b; s1  m0) ) then3: s = m.4: return5: else6: Determine-Start (A; ~b;m)7: end if Algorithm 2.1: Online DispatcherThe cost of this strategy is O(logM ) calls to the oracle 
.2. We can improve the online dispatching time as follows: Let UP denote the set of constraints that can bewritten in the form s  (). Clearly these are the only constraints that prevent s from being assigned thevalue a, where a is the time at which task J 1 nished execution. Inspection of UP provides a suitableassignment for s. The online dispatching time is the size of UP, which could be O(m:n) in the worst case.Thus, we have established that the principal complexity of the parametric scheduling problem is in determiningthe answer to query (4)3 Motivation and Related WorkReal-TimeOperating Systems such as Maruti [LTCA89, MAT90, MKAT92] and MARS [DRSK89], permit interac-tion of processes through linear relationships, between their start and execution times. The Real-time specicationLanguage MPL ( Maruti Programming Language ) [SdSA94] explicitly includes programmer constructs such as: within 10 ms; doPerform Task 1 od Perform Task 1;Delay at most 17 ms;Perform Task 2These constructs are easily transformed into linear constraints between the start and execution times of thetasks. For instance, the rst construct can be expressed as: s1  10, while the second construct is capturedthrough: s2  f1 + 17. Note that f1 is the nish time of task 1 and since we are dealing with non-preemptivetasks, we can write fi = si + ei; 8i, where fi denotes the nish time of task i.1At commencement,  = 1 4
Other application areas include avionics ( ight control ) [SA00b], machining [Y.K80, Kor83, SE87, SK90] andreal-time databases [BFW97]. A detailed survey of applications and models can be found in [Sub00].The parametric model for axis-parallel hyper-rectangle domains was proposed in [Sak94]. In [GPS95],polynomial time algorithms were presented for the case, where the constraints were restricted to be \standard"i.e. monotone constraints involving the start times of at most two tasks. In [SA00a], we provided a dualinterpretation of the standard constraint case and provided polynomial time algorithms for arbitrary convexdomains. We also showed that a fast implementation of the Fourier-Motzkin elimination procedure [HN94] couldbe used to determine parametric feasibility in case of arbitrary network constraints i.e. constraints of the forma:si+ b:sj  c:ei+ d:ej; a; b; c; d2 Q. However, this paper represents the rst attempt to study the problem froma computational complexity perspective and our investigations reveal that the parametric schedulability query isintrinsically hard (x4).4 Complement of Parametric SchedulingWe commence our analysis by looking at the complement of the parametric scheduling query (4). Observe thatthe answer to the complement of a query is true i the answer to the query is false. The complement of query(4) is: :(9s18e1 2 E19s28e2 2 E2; : : :9sn8en 2 En A[~s;~e]  ~b ?); (5)where Ei = [li; ui]. ) 8s19e1 2 [l1; u1]8s29e2 2 [l2; u2]; : : :8sn9en 2 [ln; un] A[~s;~e] 6 ~b ?But the execution times are independent of the start times of the tasks and hence we can restate the queryabove as: 9e1 2 [l1; u1]9e2 2 [l2; u2]; : : :9en 2 [ln; un]8s18s2; : : :8sn A[~s;~e] 6 ~b ? (6)which implies 9~e = [e1; e2; : : : ; en] 28s18s2; : : :8sn A[~s;~e] 6 ~b ? (7)Query (7) basically asks whether there exists an execution time vector ~e = [e01; e02; : : : ; e0n] 2  such that thelinear system resulting from substituting these execution times in A:[~s;~e]  ~b is infeasible, i.e. (7) asks whetherthe polyhedral set f~s:A:[~s:~e]  ~bj~e = [e01; e02; : : : ; e0n]g is empty.Thus, the existence of such an execution time vector, or witness vector would imply that the non-existence ofa parametric schedule. On the other hand proof of non-existence of any such vector implies that query (4) canbe answered in the armative and that there exists a parametric schedule.4.1 The Parametric DualWe rst rewrite the constraint system (1) in the form:G:~s  ~b B:~e (8)where, A:[~s;~e] = G:~s+B:~eand G and B are m n rational matrices.Accordingly, query (7) gives9~e = [e1; e2; : : : ; en]8s18s2; : : :8sn G:~s 6 ~b B:~e ? (9)Note that ~b   B:~e is an m vector, with each element being an ane function in the ei variables. We set~g = ~b B:~e, so that we can rewrite query (9) as9~e = [e1; e2; : : : ; en]8s18s2; : : :8sn G:~s 6 ~g? (10)5
In order to nd an execution time vector, which serves as a witness to the infeasibilty of the input constraintsystem, we study the dual of the complement problem. The following lemma called Farkas' lemma [NW88, Sch87]is crucial to understanding and analyzing the dual.Lemma 4.1 Either f~x 2 Rn+ : A~x  ~bg 6=  or ( exclusively ) 9~y 2 Rm+ , such that, ~yTA  ~0T and ~yT:~b =  1.Proof 4.1 See [Sch87, PS82, NW88].The lemma is interpreted as follows: If the primal system is infeasible, then there exists a proof of thisinfeasibility. This proof takes the form of a witness vector which is unbounded in the dual space.Applying the lemma to our problem, we note that query (10) requires the system G:~s  ~g to be infeasible fora particular ~e 2. Farkas' lemma assures us that this is possible only if 9~y 2 R+m, such that~yT :G  ~0; ~yT:(~b B:~e) =  1 (11)which implies that GT :~y  ~0; ~yT:(~b B:~e) =  1: (12)Equation (12) is interpreted algorithmically in the following way:Let z be the minimum of the bilinear form ~yT:(~b B:~e) over the two convex bodies :f~y : ~y  ~0; GT :~y  ~0gand . If z =  1, the input system of constraints does not have a parametric schedule.We make the following observations:1. From an algorithmic perspective, we need only check if z < 0; in the dual cone i.e. GT :~y  ~0, z < 0) z = 1 [Sch87].2. The bilinear form z = ~yT:(~b  B:~e) can be expressed as the following quadratic form:z = [y1; y2; : : : ; ym; e1; e2; : : : ; en]F 26664 y1y2...en 37775 ; (13)for suitably chosen F .3. The axis-parallel hyper-rectangle  is a polyhedron and can be expressed in the form f~e : N:~e  ~fg. Theminimum of the bilinear form is achieved at a vertex ( extreme point ) of this polyhedron [BSS93]. Thisimplies that if a witness execution time vector exits, then there must exist a witness vector ~e with elementsei 2 fli; uig i.e. only the end-points of the execution time ranges matter.4. Let us assume the existence of the following constraint s1   i.e. we are precluding s1 = 0 in anysolution. We use the Complementary Slackness property [NW88] to infer that the dual variables ~y mustsatisy GT :~y = ~0The complement of the parametric scheduling query ( called the co-scheduling query henceforth ) is thus:9~y  ~0 2 GT :~y = ~0;~e 2 = fN:~e  ~fg; s:t: [~y;~e]TF [~y;~e] =  1 ? (14)In the succeeding section, we analyze the complexity of the co-scheduling query (14).6
5 Complexity of Parametric SchedulingWe now show that we cannot hope to do substantially better in the deterministic case.Lemma 5.1 The co-scheduling query is in the class NPProof 5.1 From the discussion in x4, we know that optimality occurs at an extreme point of the polyhedron = fN:~e  ~fg. Hence an oracle need only guess one of these points and check that the corresponding linearfunction in ~y is unbounded below in GT :~y = ~0. Since all the extreme point compenents belong [o li; u[i], the lemmafollows.Lemma 5.2 Let A be a p q; p < q matrix with entries in the set f0; 1; 1g. The query,9~x; s:t: A:~x = ~0; xi 2 f0; 1g; nXi=1 xi  p ?;is NP-complete.Proof 5.2 See [GJ79, CLR92]. The above query is basically asking whether there is a a p subset of columns ofA, such that the submatrix formed by those columns is singular. In fact, this problem is NP-complete, even ifeach row has at most 3 non-zero entries ( by a reduction from 3  SAT ).Theorem 5.1 The co-scheduling is NP-complete.Proof 5.3 Clearly, any non-trivial solution ~y to GT :~y = ~0, identies a n subset of columns of GT such that thesubmatrix formed by those columns is singular. Thus it subsumes the query in Lemma 5.2. The NP-completenessof co-scheduling follows 2. We note that: The co-scheduling query is strongly NP-complete, since the problem is hard, even when the entries in Gbelong to the set f 1; 0; 1g. The query is NP-complete, when each row has at most 3 non-zero entries.Corollary 5.1 Parametric Scheduling is coNP-complete.Proof 5.4 Follows from the completeness of the co-scheduling query for the class NP.6 Special CasesIn this section, we enumerate the cases where it is possible to determine parametric schedulability in polynomialtime.1. The matrix F in query (14) is positve semidenite - In this case, we can use the ellipsoid algorithm [HuL93,Kha79], which is guaranteed to run in polynomial time. If the global minimum of (14) is less than 0, weknow that the constraint system does not have a parametric schedule.2. There are at most two start time variables per constraint - This case has been the focus of [SA00a], whereFourier-Motzkin elimination and polytope collapsing are used to present polynomial time algorithms todetermine the existence of parametric schedules.2A proof based on the completeness of bilinear programming is given in [HT90]7
7 ConclusionIn this paper, our focus was to approach the problem of parametric scheduling from the perspective of computa-tional complexity. Previous research had determined that the existence of a parametric schedule over a restrictedset of constraints and restricted execution domains could be determined in polynomial time. However, no attemptwas made to characterize the complexity of this problem.Our work establishes that the problem is intractable in a general setting and it is unlikely that new strategieswill succeed in nding a parametric schedule eciently. In fact, we showed that the problem was intractable whenthere were at most 3 start times per constraint and all execution times belonged to the set [0; 1] i.e. stronglyNP-complete. One of the principal insights was the conversion of the alternating quanti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